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NEW
TOOLING!
1:76 LAND 
ROVER FC 
SIGNALS

UK & EIRE 2 Guineas (2.10) USA $5.00Issue 224

NEWFord Consul Capri - 
Lime Green/Ermine White
                             SCALE      PRICE
76FCC001   1:76  £5.95

Ford Consul Capri - Lime Green/Ermine White
New tooling introduces another attractive classic car

from the 1960s.  The Ford Consul Capri which the Ford

Motor Company launched in September 1961 had been

developed under codename ‘Sunbird’ with more than a

hint of similarity to the Ford Thunderbird and the Ford

Galaxie Sunliner.  Its eye-catching sweeping lines, sporty 

2-door configuration, a large boot and a pillarless coupé

roof were all in its favour although it was a year before

the UK enthusiasts could get behind the wheel as early

production models were all exported, the first 200 being

made with left hand drive.  The Capri also came with

several ‘de-luxe’ features including a four headlight

configuration, variable speed wipers, front disc brakes,

dimming dashboard lights and even a cigar lighter!  

The four speed transmission came with the option of

either a column or floor change.

To launch our 1:76 scale replica, we’ve chosen a

refreshing lime green and off-white colour scheme with

matching pale green wheels which also have whitewall

tyres.  The interior has a deeper green finish to dash,

floor and seats.  Lots of exterior chrome work enhances

the gleaming body colour and notice the authentic four

headlight cluster on each side of the fine radiator grille,

just like the real thing.  Our coupé is registered LJC 514.

NEW
Tooling!
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Dorset
2018 Show
Model

Showmans Living Caravan
Pair this up with our 1:76

scale Burrell 8nhp Showmans

Locomotive ‘Masterpiece’ 

reviewed above and you have a

superb two-piece set.  Intricately

created with fine cream chassis,

underside box and enormous

wheels with contrasting gold finish,

the main body of this Showmans

Living Caravan is a reddish brown

with white masking to the sides of the roof and a

black chimney.  The elaborate gold lining also

continues on the body.  Last but not least, there is a

hook-up all ready to attach to the steam locomotive

and take it to its next fairground destination.

1:76 SCALE

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, 
Southampton SO14 0TJ

Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

Burrell 8nhp DCC Showmans
Locomotive - ‘Masterpiece’
It’s Oxford Showtime again and 

as well as all the fun of the fair, 

there is a new introduction 

to enjoy, just in time for the 

Great Dorset Steam Fair!  

With it continues the usual 

high level of detail and numerous 

intricate components you have 

come to expect in this great series. 

Our new Burrell 8nhp DCC steam locomotive 

represents the power behind John Cole’s Electric 

Leaping Horses.  He classed himself as an Amusements

Caterer working out of Staple Hill, Bristol.  The Burrell is

registered AD 8786 and is presented resplendent

in a dark maroon and gold livery which

we associate with the Burrell brand,

whose insignia appears on the front of

the boiler.  The roof is masked white and

front of the roof board carries the

’Masterpiece’ name and ‘Built 1898’.  

A similar nameplate appears again on the

side of the boiler.  We love John Cole’s

slogan too - We Follow No Leader. 

Fowler B6 Locomotive -
WW1 France
                            SCALE      PRICE
76FOW003  1:76 £16.95

NEWShowmans Living Caravan
                              SCALE       PRICE
SP140             -     £14.95

NEW
Tooling!

NEWBurrell 8nhp DCC Showmans
Locomotive - ‘Masterpiece’
                                    SCALE      PRICE
76GDSF001      1:76  £14.95

NEW
Tooling!
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1:76 SCALE
Austin Somerset - Buckingham Green
The Austin Somerset was produced at Austin’s

Longbridge factory between 1952 and 1954, when it

was superseded by the Austin Cambridge.

Registered JRD 789, our Somerset comes

decorated in a muted green colour scheme 

with contrasting silver trim to window

surrounds, radiator grille, bumpers and lights.

The wheels are also pale green with white wall

tyres.  The interior features tan seating and a

grey steering wheel.  A final detail sees Austin of

England printed in silver on the sides of the bonnet.

Triumph TR7 Convertible - Persian Aqua Metallic
The second release of our TR7 Convertible is registered 

MFD 732V and appears in a striking aquamarine 

colour scheme with dark blue seats and black

interior.  Manufactured from 1974 to 1981, 

the TR7 was highly popular in the USA as

well as in the UK.  

Our 1:76 scale replica includes all the Triumph

hallmarks including the TR7 markings across the 

boot and the detailed Triumph badge.  Additional details 

include a chrome finish to wheels, exhaust and door handles.

Remaining trim is black, including the rolled back tonneau cover.

Citroen 2CV Charleston - Cormorant Grey/
Midnight Grey
You’ve seen this model in the same colourway recently

introduced in N scale but its popularity in 1:76 scale

continues.  The four-door Citroen 2CV Charleston

was introduced in 1980 and here you can enjoy it in

one of its signature colour schemes of two-tone grey

with a grey interior.  The exterior silver trim includes

the familiar silver Citroen radiator grille 

as well as the 2CV6 Charleston lettering.

It is registered A808 BGM from 1983.

SS Jaguar 2.5 litre saloon - Dark Blue
Launched in 1935 by Sir William Lyons, the SS Jaguar

was the first to bear the Jaguar name.  Affluent

motorists were able to buy it for £395.  

For our latest 1:76 scale replica, the SS

Jaguar is registered EBB 119 and appears

in a rich dark blue with a silver flash

running along the side.  The interior

is moulded in pale cream with tan dash

and door cappings.  To finish off the authentic

look, the sunroof is painted black and a fully

decorated spare wheel has been added to the

nearside bonnet above the running board.

NEWAustin Somerset -
Buckingham Green
                             SCALE     PRICE
76SOM002  1:76  £5.75

NEWSS Jaguar 2.5 litre
saloon - Dark Blue
                             SCALE     PRICE
76JSS006    1:76  £5.45

NEWTriumph TR7 Convertible -
Persian Aqua Metallic
                               SCALE     PRICE
76TR7002     1:76 £5.75

NEWCitroen 2CV Charleston -
Cormorant Grey/Midnight Grey
                                          SCALE     PRICE
76CT006               1:76 £5.25
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1:76 SCALE

NEWFord Capri Mk3 - 
Signal Orange
                             SCALE     PRICE
76CAP008    1:76  £5.45

NEWMini Cooper MkII - 
Tartan Red/Black
                             SCALE     PRICE
76MCS003  1:76  £5.45

Mini Cooper S Mk II - Tartan Red/Black
The much loved Mini Cooper, particularly in sports mode,

makes an entrance this time in a racy red paint job with black

masking to roof and wheel arches.  A silver line-out runs the

length of the skirt and the interior is also moulded in black.

Registered TPN 443H from 1969-70, a final flourish sees the iconic Mini

Cooper badge on the bonnet above the radiator grille with the Mini Cooper

Mk II name across the boot, complete with chequered flag background.

VW Beetle - Pastel Blue
Our latest livery on the much-loved VW Beetle appears in pale

blue with matching sun roof and a contrasting cream interior,

including a cream steering wheel.  It is registered TTF 255.

Fine detailing includes black running boards, rich dark blue

wheels with silver hub caps, lots of chrome lining out to the

body, door handles and the front horn grilles.  

The only thing missing is that unmistakable

purring sound of the VW engine!   

Ford Capri Mk 3 - Signal Orange
Our new release on the ‘IT’ car of the late 1970s and

1980s evokes a highly sporting image.  Painted in a

vibrant orange with black trim, silver wheels and

registered SDN 321T from 1978-9, it also features a

spoiler on the back of its sloping boot, where its 3.0 L

capacity is printed in silver.  Graded black masking along

the lower edge of the sides incorporating an ‘S’ at both ends

enhance its sporty, speedy image.  

Ford Cortina Mk2 - Ermine White/Sherwood Green
This colour scheme, distinguished by the small green and

white Lotus badge on the rear wing, epitomises the

1960s era of British saloon/touring car racing.

Registered UAH 861G from 1968-69, the Mk2

was a refined version of the successful MkI and

featured a black front grille, Lotus badges on rear

wings and a Twin Cam badge fitted under the Cortina

script on the boot lid. 

Our model features many of these original refinements,

including the green stripe down the sides and round the

back of the car.  The interior is black and lots of exterior 

silver trim rounds off this evocative replica from an

unsurpassed British sporting era.

VW Bay Window Bus - Auf Wiedersehn Pet
The iconic VW Bay Window van lives forever and its

uses were equally varied.  Here we see it in its Bus

format in one of its popular colour schemes of the

day, brown and white, complete with brown interior.

Registered CBE 210K from 1971-72, the model

features white bumpers while remaining exterior trim

is finished in chrome. 

NEWVW Bay Window - 
Auf Wiedersehn Pet
                          SCALE     PRICE
76VW029  1:76 £5.45

NEWFord Cortina Mk2 - Ermine
White/Sherwood Green
                                  SCALE     PRICE
76COR2008     1:76 £5.45

NEWVW Beetle - Pastel Blue
                              SCALE       PRICE
76VWB010   1:76   £5.25
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Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

NEWVolvo 544 - Yellow
                        SCALE       PRICE
76VL002   1:76   £5.45

NEWLand Rover Discovery 4 -
Firenze Red
                             SCALE     PRICE
76DIS005    1:76  £5.45

NEWRange Rover P38 - 
Monte Carlo Blue
                             SCALE     PRICE
76P38002    1:76  £5.75

Range Rover P38 - Monte Carlo Blue
Land Rover’s second generation Range Rover P38 was

introduced in 1994, launched as a luxury SUV with all

wheel drive and either a 4-speed automatic of 5-speed

manual gearbox, and with a petrol/diesel alternative

as well.  Production ceased in 2001 and our

second 1:76 scale replica, registered Y283 TOA

dates from that last year of manufacture.

Decorated in an attractive shade of blue with

black trim, the interior is also black apart from the

cream seating.  The distinctive wheels and exhaust

pipe are masked silver. 

Land Rover Discovery 4 - Firenze Red
We replicate high-end family motoring with the

latest release of the Land Rover Discovery 4

which Land Rover updated with their latest 2013

spec.  Registered AU13 NEF from the same year,

our model is decorated in a bold red colour

scheme with black exterior trim including door

handles, bumpers, air vents and wipers.  

Note too, the authentically detailed silver

wheels.  The contrasting interior, dashboard and

seating are moulded in a delicate off-white

shade, finished off with a black steering wheel.

Range Rover Classic - Darien Gap
A replica of the British Trans-Americas Expedition vehicle,

the detail of this Range Rover Classic is astounding.

Registered VXC 868K from 1971-2, its dark blue body

colour with tan interior is complemented with a white

masked roof with the Expedition name and route - 

Alaska to Cape Horn 1971-2 also printed white.  

The remaining extensive decoration is devoted to

sponsors with Rover featuring prominently on

the front doors and other diverse names from

Heinz to Halfords printed in a wealth of colour

covering every available surface.  Fully equipped

for the adventure, we see two ladders and spare

wheels fixed to the roof and some hefty looking bull

bars across the front grille with attached spotlights.  

The team were obviously fully prepared for the unexpected! 

Volvo 544 - Yellow
Our second release on the Volvo 544 appears in pale

yellow with a light tan interior and features a German

registration plate NE HZ 3H.  Volvo originally

launched the four door saloon in 1944, distinguished

by its sloping back and followed it up with upgrades

over the years.  The 544 came with a 4-speed gearbox

and a superior B-18 engine.  Our model carries the B-18

logo in red on the back, alongside the Volvo 544 lettering.

The exterior trim is also silver including the wheels which

are rounded off with red hubs. 

NEWRange Rover Classic - 
Darien Gap
                             SCALE     PRICE
76RCL002    1:76  £5.75
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Ford Transit Dropside - Network Rail
Oxford’s dropside Ford Transit makes its

second appearance in the modern

Network Rail livery registered YP61

CPU from 2011.  The crisp white

body colour is decorated with

the contemporary Network 

Rail graphics in red and blue.

The interior and the exterior

trim is all black but note the

Transit lettering printed on the lower

edge of the side windows.

1:76 SCALE

NEWFord Transit Dropside -
Network Rail
                            SCALE      PRICE
76TPU002   1:76 £11.95

Bedford CA Ice Cream Van - Hockings
Collectors of ice cream vans may recall the 1:43 scale

Oxford model of this vehicle, produced previously as

a ‘special’ for Hockings.  Now we are pleased to

introduce an exact replica of the original in 1:76

scale.  It is presented in the cream and red colour

scheme of the ‘real thing’ with a white masked roof,

solid red skirt and red graphics.  Registered 57 TMA,

the graphics boast the award winning home-made ice

cream, produced in

Appledore, while the rear

warns following motorists to

stop and watch for children.

Ford Transit Mk1 - Police Motorway Patrol (Gwent)
Our first generation Ford Transit Mk1, dating from the

mid 1960s, makes its latest entrance as used by the Police

Motorway Patrol in South Wales, registered SAX134G

from 1968/69.  Its plain white body colour features

clinical Police graphics in blue on the sides and the

back and white out of black on the front above the

radiator grille.  The interior is also black.  A tooling

modification adds a blue beacon on the roof, again

with POLICE lettering.  For collectors of Police

vehicles across the years, this one will certainly fill

another gap from a predominantly pre-motorway age.

NEWBedford CA Ice Cream
Van - Hockings
                            SCALE      PRICE
76CA030     1:76  £6.25

VW Bay Window - RAF Police
Here’s a very unusual livery for our VW Bay

Window van.  It takes on a military look as used

by the RAF Police, complete with military number

plate 90 AM 43.  Decorated in white with a grey

interior, the Police graphics are printed in orange

and bright blue and a special addition sees a blue

and white Police roof sign with an

orange beacon on each side.  This VW

will no doubt appeal to Police, Military

and VW enthusiasts all rolled into one!

NEWVW Bay Window - 
RAF Police
                          SCALE       PRICE
76VW031  1:76   £5.95

NEWFord Transit Mk1 - Police
Motorway Patrol (Gwent)
                            SCALE      PRICE
76FT1007   1:76  £5.75
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1:76 SCALE

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

Scania Aerial Rescue Pump -
Merseyside F & R service 
                              SCALE        PRICE
76SAL003    1:76  £23.95

Land Rover Defender -
Network Rail
                            SCALE      PRICE
76DEF008   1:76  £5.45

TK Fire Engine - Mid & West Wales 
                              SCALE       PRICE
76FIRE001   1:76   £9.95

CMP LAA Tractor - Southdown
                              SCALE       PRICE
76CMP007   1:76   £9.95

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

BMC J4 Van - British Rail
The J4 Van was launched originally by Morris

Commercial in 1960 and the first release off

the new tool was classed as a Morris J Van

which came in Royal Mail livery.  By the

time of our current release, registered

LTH 208H from 1969-70, Morris had

evolved into the British Motor

Company.  The visible difference

between the two models lies in the

radiator grille and on the British Rail

version, the BMC lettering is printed

above the grille. 

Decorated in the bright yellow British Rail

livery of the time, the black printed artwork 

shows the dual arrows and British Rail along the sides 

of the van and British Rail printed across one of the back

doors. Other trim is finished in either black or silver.  

For model railway enthusiasts, the 00 scale utility van will

fit in nicely as a lineside vehicle of the period.

NEWBMC J4 Van - British Rail
                              SCALE       PRICE
76J4002      1:76   £6.45
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Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, 
Southampton SO14 0TJ

Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

NEW
Tooling!

NEWLand Rover FC Signals
NATO Green Camouflage
                               SCALE      PRICE
76LRFCS001 1:76  £9.95

15th Scottish Infantry
Bedford OY 3 Ton GS
                         SCALE      PRICE
76BD004  1:76 £12.95

Bedford OX Queen Mary Trailer - RAF
108 Repair Salvage Unit Tunisia 1943
                                      SCALE      PRICE
76BD011            1:76 £15.95

AEC Matador Flatbed - RAF
                              SCALE       PRICE
76AEC011    1:76  £12.95

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

Land Rover FC Signals NATO Green Camouflage
Oxford’s Land Rover FC (Forward Control) has been

released into the 1:76 scale Oxford Military series as

used in various roles including ambulances, as a GS Berlin

Brigade truck and also as a civilian expedition vehicle.

Here we see a new modification as used by NATO Signals

and it comes with right hand drive.  

Decorated in an ink black and olive camouflage scheme,

the FC is registered 72 FL 06 and features the Union Flag

on the front and rear.  The interior is also olive green and

a finishing touch sees the Land Rover badge in red in the

centre of the radiator grille.

MILITARY1:76
SCALE
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1:76 SCALE

NEWDAF 85 Short Fridge
Trailer - Trevor Pye
                          SCALE       PRICE
76DAF004  1:76  £22.95

Weymann Fanfare - North Western
The latest release on the 1:76 scale

Weymann Fanfare fleet comes with

an AEC body.  Decorated in the

popular livery of North Western

with a cream body and contrasting

red masking, the North Western

lettering is reproduced in gold along

the sides of the single deck coach

and the flowing Fanfare name also

appears in gold towards the front of

the coach on both sides.  The North

Western Road Car Company address in Charles Street,

Stockport, where G Brook was the General Manager is

printed in black.  Our Private coach has a grey interior

with red seats and a final detail comprises the Metro-

Cammell Weymann badge discreetly printed in red and

silver along the lower edge of the vehicle back.  

Bedford QLR - 8 Corps HQ, NWE
The QL was a military truck which Bedford built

against a War Office specification for a 3 ton 4 x

4 general service vehicle.  The QLR variant was

modified specifically for Signals operations.

During World War II, 8 Corps played a part in

the battle for North West Europe, including

the Battle of Normandy and Operation

Market Garden and for its third campaign

outing, our miniature Bedford QLR is

decorated in the dark brown and grey black

camouflage scheme with lighter brown canvas

section and dark brown interior, as it might have

been deployed in the region.  Military lettering L559841 is

printed on the cab doors and the rear while the US

White Star is printed on the truck sides and cab roof.  

Leyland DAF 85 Short Fridge Trailer - Trevor Pye 
The attractive livery of Trevor Pye Transport has been

reproduced to great effect on this Leyland DAF short

fridge trailer.  The company was founded by husband and

wife team Trevor and Margaret Pye in 1984 and remains a

family run firm.  Concentrating primarily on the transport

of temperature controlled goods, the cargo varies from

refrigerated food and fruit to groceries and seeds.

Registered simply L3 PYE, the bright blue tractor unit sits

on a red chassis and two additional roof spotlights have

been incorporated just below the white aerofoil.  

The white trailer carries the company name prominently

printed in red with blue dropped shadow, making it an

eye-catching truck.  

NEWBedford QLR - 8 Corps HQ 
                          SCALE       PRICE
76QLR003  1:76  £13.95

NEWWeymann Fanfare -
North Western
                          SCALE       PRICE
76WFA007 1:76  £16.95
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AMERICAN1:87
SCALE

NEW
                                SCALE        PRICE
87CP65006    1:87   £5.95

1965 Chevrolet Stepside 
Pick Up - Bell System

NEW
                                  SCALE        PRICE
87CSD61002   1:87    £5.95

1961 Cadillac Sedan DeVille -
Aspen Gold Metallic

E Type Jaguar Triple Set
                        SCALE       PRICE
76SET13   1:76  £15.95

Hawker Typhoon Mk1b
                   SCALE       PRICE
AC013   1:72  £14.95

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

SET
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

1965 Chevrolet Stepside Pick Up - Bell System
Our 1:87 scale Chevy Stepside Pick Up from the mid ‘60s

takes on an official light commercial van role for its latest

entrance, in the plain green livery of Bell System, whose 

logo features in blue and white on the cab sides.

Registered 310 79Z in Pennsylvania, exterior trim is an

extension of the body colour and the interior is black.

1961 Cadillac Sedan deVille - Aspen Gold Metallic
Typical of 1960s American motoring ‘chic’ with its long

low lines and extravagant fins, the four-door Cadillac

Sedan deVille makes its second appearance in a pale gold

metallic colour scheme enhanced with chrome exterior

trim and whitewall tyres.  Surprisingly, its authentic

interior is a sober black.  It was registered UM 444 in

1961 in Ohio.
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N SCALE

1:43 SCALE

NEWAston Martin DB2 MkIII DHC -
Snow Shadow Grey
                                       SCALE       PRICE
43AMDB2004     1:43  £24.95

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

Aston Martin DB2 Mk III DHC - Snow Shadow Grey
Already part of the 1:76 scale series, we are pleased to

add this distinctive grey and red liveried model to your

1:43 scale line up of the DB2 Mk III Drophead Coupé.

The two-door car with its characteristic sloping body, 

was only produced in real life between 1957 and 1959 so

is a rare beast.  Here it is registered 303 EXT, the same as

its smaller scale counterpart.  Additional detail sees the

interior in red with black and tan trim.

Cortina Mk III - Sebring Red
The third release on the N scale Cortina Mk III

has also been modelled in the larger 1:76 scale

and is presented here in exactly the same detail.

The fiery orange bodywork is complemented

with a black interior and carries the same

registration plate RKW 359N from 1975/76.

NEWCortina Mk III - 
Sebring Red
                              SCALE       PRICE
NCOR3003  1:148  £4.35

Mobile Trailer - Buns on wheels
The queue for food is always one of the longest at any

showground you attend, with the aroma of bacon, eggs,

sausages and burgers pervading along the line!  

This trailer advertising all these tasty bites has already

been a popular part of our 1:76 series for quite a

while, now you can

add it to your N scale

showground diorama

hot off the grill!

NEWMobile Trailer - 
Buns on Wheels
                              SCALE       PRICE
NTRAIL006  1:148  £4.65
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Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
TeL: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

The Oxford Rail products are competitively priced and are not part of the multi-purchasing.  We have other products in development.

OR76DG005 1:76 - £119.95 GWR Dean Goods 2534 with Snow Plough

NEW MODEL!

NEW MODEL!

NEW MODEL!

NEW MODEL!

OR76MW5001  1:76 - £10.95
T Bowler London No101 
5 Plank Mineral Wagon

OR76MW5002  1:76 - £10.95
Busbys West Kensington No16 

5 Plank Mineral Wagon

OR76MW5003  1:76 - £10.95
Coppice - Cannock Chase No369 

5 Plank Mineral Wagon OR76MW5004  1:76 - £10.95
Wm Barnard - Worcester No23  

5 Plank Mineral Wagon

AR141 Ferrari Album, Part One: Auto Review has often managed to cover an entire
marque history in one volume which at first sight seemed too big for a single publication.  
At other times the task has been too difficult, so if there is a logical division we try to split a
story over two or more volumes.  That is the case here; Ferrari has been divided over two
Albums, this one devoted to road cars, AR151 to competition cars.  The story runs from Enzo

Ferrari’s early days as a mule farrier in the Great War, to Scuderia Ferrari, racing Alfa
Romeos between the wars, and running his own firm after the
Second World War.  Though Enzo died in 1988, the marque 
he created continued to thrive into the 21st century. 

AUTO REVIEW BOOKS £5.95 

AR141
NEW

AR142 Jeep Album: The name of ‘Jeep’ is synonymous with a willing go-anywhere vehicle.
The concept originated in a 1940 US Army requirement, for which Willys-Overland was
awarded the main contract.  Kaiser Corporation took over Jeep in 1953, ceasing production
in 1970.  The Jeep brand was sold to American Motors (AMC), which was then acquired by
Chrysler in 1987.  Chrysler merged with Daimler-Benz in 1998, but in 2007 they
parted company, with Chrysler floated as a separate company.  The new entity was
unprofitable and Chrysler LLC was declared bankrupt.  In 2013 Fiat-Chrysler was
created, with Jeep as one of its flagship brands. AR142

NEW
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